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     INSIGHTS TOURS NEWS 
 
January 2021 

 
Welcome to our Insights’ latest news. We hope you’ve enjoyed the Christmas and New Year Season 
and been able to make the most of this time in whatever way you could. 
 
We’d like to wish you a very Happy New Year and one of hope that we’ll see steady progress to a more 
stable health situation but most of all good health. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
We’ve been busy…reviewing our tour program and keeping abreast of the coronavirus limitations.  
A continuing job!  
 
We’ve got good news… 
 
First up, in October our Northern NSW tour by chartered railcar was able to operate and with all our 
guests aware of the recommended Covid-Safe precautions, off we set. 
We are very appreciative of the loyalty of our guests - thank you! For Northern NSW we were delighted 
to welcome all our returning guests (85% of the party) and to welcome 6 new guests into the Insights’ 
family. Brigitte and I look forward to welcoming you all on another tour.  
 
Thank you to all our guests who booked on this tour. It was a sell-out.  And we were blessed with safe 
and enjoyable travel and climatic conditions and spacious, relaxed travel on our chartered railcar. 

Second good news!.... 

We are in the late stages of planning North Coast of NSW using the same concept of chartered railcar 
and accompanying coach. If you’re interested and would like a copy of the itinerary as soon as its 
published, you can drop us a line and we’d be pleased to send you the brochure. The itinerary will 
feature cruising on several of the estuaries and rivers of the NSW North Coast, chartered train travel in 
the 620 class railcar, accompanying coach for insightful, diverse touring including the World Heritage 
Listed rainforests of NSW. Depart Friday 27th August return Friday 3rd September 2021 
 

The best news!.... 

We have Southerly Insights departing in March. It takes in southern regions of NSW on both sides of the 
Great Dividing Range. Travelling by chartered coach with a great array of insights you can be assured of 
a relaxed, informative, Covid-Safe experience. For the detailed itinerary, you may refer to our website 
or please contact us and we’d be delighted to post you a copy.  
 

Future touring  
With international travel appearing very unlikely until late this year at the earliest, we are concentrating 
our efforts on our Australian tour itineraries with a focus on NSW given the constant state of flux of the 
various state border restrictions. With each state and territory having their own non-published 
interpretations and criteria for what they consider safe for interstate travel, it’s made our tour 
operations very difficult/impossible to predict so we feel more confident to offer itineraries based in 
NSW. For the moment, we are putting all our energy into itineraries within NSW until a clearer and 
more stable situation exists.  
 
We think any holiday should include the 3 special components of: anticipation; the actual enjoyment of 
the tour; then the memories thereafter. We feel that the first of these elements is likely to be severely 
impacted with the see-sawing emotions connected with the opening and closing of borders. Of course 
we fully support the sensible precautionary management of Covid but we feel the need for a more 
transparent policy regime and application.  
 
Our current interstate tours: Islands of Tassie, Lake Eyre by Air and Outback SA are already either fully 
booked or have a few spaces available (Lake Eyre) will continue to operate if possible. Our guests on 
each of these tours have been very understanding of the situation and in some cases have already 
agreed, at least once already, to a deferral of their tour. We especially thank everybody who has been 
able to defer their tour date.  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
At this moment, we are awaiting easing of restrictions so that each of those 3 tours can operate. If you 
have the flexibility to “see what happens”, then please consider Lake Eyre as the desert regions have 
been …… 
We’ll continue to monitor the situation and we will do our utmost to operate these tours if it’s safe and 
any restrictions which may be imposed do not unreasonably impact your enjoyment or curtail the 
published itinerary.  
 
 
Covid precautions 
We’ve developed our Covid Safe operating plan which accord with the NSW Health recommendations. 
Insights Tours is a registered Covid Safe business. Prior to each tour we will write to all our guests with 
details of any precautions that will apply during the tour.  
 
You will then be offered either acceptance of any amended conditions or a full refund if you choose to 
cancel. Hopefully the situation permits the operation of the tour but with circumstances changing 
quickly, we would like to assure you that your health is our first priority and if the tour needs to be 
deferred we will do so.  
 

Program of Tours 
Southerly Insights – 15th to 19th March 2021  
Binalong, Tumut, Tumbarumba, Snowy Mountains, Bombala, Bega and Jervis Bay…. 

Southerly Insights is our next tour featuring travel within NSW. Without the need to cross state borders 
we have confidence that we’ll be able to operate. We will spend a night at Cooma and 2 nights at 
Tumut. Travelling in a full size coach. Our touring includes visits to the Snowy Mountains, easy-access 
Yarrangobilly Caves, Tumut broom factory, Pioneer Women’s Museum and much more! 

 
Islands of Tasmania - departing 17th February 2021   - fully booked  

An identical itinerary is available and will depart 23rd February returning 1st March 2022. We are grateful 
that we already have a guest confirmed – thanks Paul H!  Tariff details available soon. 
Leaving from Shellharbour (prev. Illawarra Regional Airport) this truly unique tour connects many 
spectacular, scenic and remote islands. There’s a host of special experiences on the ground as well as 
the flight-seeing from your seat in a private chartered plane.  

 
     Southern coastline of Tasmania, Feb. ‘20              Insights’ guest eye-view of Cradle Mountain 
 



 

This 7-day tour visits five of the Tasmanian islands: Flinders, King, Maria, Bruny and Sarah, with 
comprehensive guided sightseeing throughout the tour. You will experience the diversity of Tasmania’s 
islands, their unique Aboriginal and colonial history and rugged natural beauty.  

We are daily monitoring the various state health restrictions in the hope that our next scheduled 
departure of this tour 17th to 23rd February 2021 will be able to operate. If current circumstances 
prevail, the tour participants will be offered either a full refund or to transfer their booking to our 
contingency deferral dates 15th  - 21st February ’22. If you’d like to experience this unique tour, the next 
available departure is 23rd February 2022. Please register your interest if you’d like the brochure. 

All our partners on the various Tassie islands have encouraged us to leave the final decision about 
operating this year’s tour as late as practicable as their last 12 months have been very lean. Our agents 
on the various islands have reported being inundated with booking enquiries however our long-term 
associations have meant that they are preferencing their long-term customers such as Insights Tours 
and we have been able to secure advance bookings for which we are very grateful.  

 
Grand Circle by Train – 6th to 18th May 2021 
We have decided to place this itinerary “on ice” until the various state border regulations become a 
lot more reliable (one may say…reliable!) Therefore we don’t envisage being able to operate this tour 
until Spring of 2022 at the earliest.  
This tailor-made tour will feature travel by chartered railcar from Thirroul. The grand circle route will 
include Wagga Wagga, Melbourne, silo art in the Wimmera, Grampians National Park, Horsham, 
luncheon cruise at Murray Bridge, Adelaide, Whyalla, Flinders Ranges, Peterborough Steamtown, 
Broken Hill and Central West NSW. Future newsletters will keep you abreast of news about this tour. 
 
Lake Eyre by Air – 7th to 13th June 2021  3 places available  
One of our most loved tours. Not just Lake Eyre but come and enjoy the majestic spectacle of the 
outback. Iconic places such as Birdsville Hotel and many smaller and lesser known such as the hydro 
power plant at Thargomindah and the personal tour with the owners Greg and Toni on Kilcowera 
Station where we stay a night. Do it in style and comfort in our chartered plane. Maximum 6 guests. 

This tour is still open for bookings. If you are considering this tour we would like you to keep in mind 
that Insights Tours offers a full refund if we cannot operate any tour due to state or federal 
government coronavirus restrictions.  

 

Our international tours   
Given the ongoing uncertainty about the pandemic situation around the world, we have taken the 
decision to defer our next international tours until 2022. 

We feel that there are too many unanswered questions about international travel and the health of 
both our guests and the people of the countries in which we’ll be guests. As the results of 
vaccination become clear and the proposed international- safe-travel documentation regime 
becomes established. We will schedule our international tours once we have the confidence that our 
guests would rightly expect.  

It may be that we are too cautious however we feel that planning properly for 2022 is the way to go 
based on current information and medical opinion and that of our local agents in countries around 
the world. It’s a similar story from all; Hanta in Antananarivo (Madagascar agent), Mirjana (manager 
of Slovenian Railways charter trains) in Ljubliana, Lucas in Buenos Aires for Patagonia; they would all 
love to see some tourists but at this stage their frank and honest opinions converge to the projection 
that it will probably won’t be until late this year that there’ll be the confidence to consider travelling. 

 



 

One of the main factors will be the efficacy of the vaccines and whether they provide both 
protection from the symptoms for the inoculated person and prevention of the transmission of the 
virus to people who are not vaccinated. This will be a major deciding factor in planning and operating 
tours to countries where vaccination rates are lower. 

Airlines and refunds  

With the onset of Covid and flight cancellations and border/travel restrictions it has been interesting 
to note our experience with refunds for tickets.  Aerolineas Argentinas - the national airline of 
Argentina -  from whom we had purchased 3 premium tickets per guest for the now-cancelled 
Patagonian Insights; sent us a full refund – every cent of a considerable sum for cancelled flights on 
28th August. Another national airline with a macropod on the rear tail of its planes meanwhile took 
until 7th January to refund our fares for cancelled return flights to Santiago for the same tour.  

We also had 2 clients who had booked European business class flights with us for a private journey 
and we were very pleased to be able to arrange a full refund although it took quite some months, from 
Cathay Pacific. So, while you may have heard other accounts, there’s some positives too.  

Insurance 

One of the most important pre-booking considerations for any tour is whether to purchase travel 
insurance and critically, if the policy covers the circumstances / events you wish to have covered.  

Insights Tours is not an agent for any travel insurance companies at present.  

We have been watching developments in the travel insurance field and recently we’ve noticed that a 
company called Cover-More is recently begun offering cover for Covid related reasons. This is another 
important factor in our international touring decisions that appropriate insurance cover is obtainable 
by our guests. 

Cancellation of a tour 

If we have to cancel any tour due to government coronavirus restrictions we guarantee a full refund.  
 
A provisional time-line on international tours which we’ll keep updated in future newsletters is: 
2022 

July - Siberian Insights  

September  - Swiss Insights  

November - Patagonian Insights 
 
We will schedule the following itineraries in the future once the situation and circumstances give us 
the confidence to do so.  

• Central Asian Insights  

• Islands of the Indian Ocean 

• Indian Insights 

• Central African Insights 

• Eastern Europe by chartered train 

• We did a thorough investigation into operating a chartered railcar tour of the South Island of 
New Zealand just in case travel to NZ does become a reality during the year but we feel the cost 
of such a tour will be prohibitive. We’ll continue to assess possible options for the future.  

 



A few images during Northern NSW by Train in October…. inveterate traveller Ian Tucker… (one of 
several guests who were on Insights very first tour back in 2007). The train won’t leave without Ian! 

 
During our chartered cruise from Brookyln to Bobbin Head

 



 
Insights guests exploring a section of the Great North Road near Wollombi 

 
 
Aboard our chartered train  

 



 

 

 
Insights guests relaxing at Premer during a brief stop for our train  

 

 

 

 
If you wish to receive a detailed itinerary brochure for any of our tours, please register your interest 
by via your preferred method: by email, SMS, telephone, post or in person.   

Office:   14 Allenby Parade Bulli NSW (by appointment only) 
Telephone:  02 42 686 581 or 0429 614 392 
Post:   PO Box 180, Thirroul NSW 2515 
Web: www.insightstours.com.au        Email: john@insightstours.com.au 

Our best wishes,   

John, Brigitte and Paul Tuckerman 

 
 


